
 

WORK THEORY

1）Non-invasive HIEMT procedure induces powerful muscle contractions notachievable
through voluntary contractionsWhen
exposed to strong contractions, the muscle tissue is forced to adapt to suchextreme
condition, It responds with a deep remodeling of its inner structure that results inmuscle
building and sculpting your body.
2）At the same time, the 100% extreme muscle contraction of HI-EMT technology can
trigger a large amount of fat. decomposition，excreted by the body's normal metabolism
within a few weeks，Therefore, slim beauty machine can strengthen and increase muscle,
and reduce fat at the same time.

 

 
Focused electromagnetic field with safe intensity to pass through the body and interact with motor
neurons. Magnetic lean provides the body with severe maximum contraction stimulation.   The repeated
contraction of muscle consumption metabolizes excess fat, reconstructs the internal structure, makes the
production of muscle protein and muscle fiber chain, and creates higher density and muscle volume.



 
 

 
 
5-in-1 independent work station, 4 high-strength applicators and 1 buttock augmentation
cushion, fat reduction, shaping, lifting, buttock augmentation, all have good results.
 
Good result
30 minutes treatment= 30000 workouts, increase 16% muscle and reduce 21% fat after about 2-4
courses 
7 Tesla High Intensity
cover big skeletal muscles, and remodel its inner structure.
4 +1 magnetic applicators
break down fat deposits and increase muscular tone and strength 
Targeting 5 body parts
abdomen,arms, hips, hamstring, thighs
 
 



 
Stronger Stimulation
Double layer Coil generates d.eeper and stronger high-intensity electromagnetic effects.

Liquid Cooling Technology
TeslaSculpt equipped with liquid-cooled applicators that allow long time operation without any
overheating issue.

Four Sculpting
4 Magnetic Stimulation Applicators to treat all of your concerns independently or simultaneously.
 

 
5-in-1 independent work station, 4 high-strength applicators and 1 buttock augmentation cushion, fat
reduction, shaping, lifting, buttock augmentation, all have good results.
 





 

 

With 4K HD screen, preset different treatment parameters for men and women, it can do personalized
customized treatment data.



We also provide professional custom service, if you need specific language and operation technology, you
can also contact us directly.

 

 

FDA Approved Ems Sculping Machine 5 in 1 ems sculpt body slimming muscle stimulator machine 

 


